Decommissioning the Lower Snake River Dams
Would Help Resolve the Energy Oversupply
Problem In the Pacific Northwest and Save Wild
Salmon from Extinction


The Pacific Northwest region is energy rich. Currently
there is a 16% surplus of energy.1



Hydropower generated by the costly and environmentally harmful four lower Snake River
dams is not needed from an energy capacity standpoint. If the dams were decommissioned
today, capacity utilization would increase only slightly from 84% to about 86.5%.2



If the Snake River dams were breached, wild salmon could recover, while ratepayers
would pay the same or slightly lower rates for non-hydropower energy alternatives.3



Energy load growth rates are low in the Pacific Northwest and are likely to remain low.
From 1995 through 2012, annual energy loads in the region grew at an average rate of only
0.40 percent, and winter peak loads did not grow at all.4



The region is going further into surplus as more and more affordable renewable wind and
solar projects come online.5



In fact, renewable wind and solar plants are being added to the region’s system so rapidly
that there are claims that green energy is deluging the system.6



Energy “oversupply” is not “surplus” energy. Oversupply is energy in the system for which
there is no demand. For years, Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has been forced to deal
with energy oversupply due to over-generation of hydropower. When hydropower overgeneration occurs, often because of heavy rains, runoff from large snow pack, or flood events,
BPA runs excess water through dam turbines, which increases the amount of hydropower
entering the power transmission grid. This affects BPA’s ability to reliably transmit power as
the additional hydropower stresses the system, causing overloads and potential outages.7



In the future the energy oversupply problem will become worse as more non-hydropower
renewable energy enters the regional grid.



To promote increased energy use in an attempt to reduce energy oversupply, BPA is
already reducing industrial users energy rates.8



Due to oversupply, BPA at times pays California to receive Northwest energy. The U. S.
Energy Information Administration identified 84 instances of “negative prices” in the
Northwest in 2011, caused by abundant hydropower at periods of low demand.9 “Negative
pricing” is the term for BPA paying another entity to take unwanted power (oversupply).



Due to energy oversupply, BPA at times pays wind generators to take energy off the grid.
“We can’t find enough demand for the amount of energy created by Mother Nature,” said BPA
spokesperson Doug Johnson. BPA paid wind operators $2.7 million in 2012 to stay off line so it
could make room for the power from hydroelectric generators handling the runoff from
melting mountain snows.10



The federal government, acting through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, can solve the
hydropower over-generation problem by breaching the lower Snake River dams,
beginning immediately in 2016. This action would allow ESA-listed wild salmon to recover,
save ratepayer and taxpayer dollars, and resolve an ecosystem crisis.
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